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A

Ace Birds see awards

Ace Lofts see awards

Add to Your Arsenal Each Year by Greg McKnight. Nov 1 2016 Vol 25 No 11 pg. 34.

Africa


American Masters


American Pigeon Museum & Library

American Racing Pigeon Union.

Andraschko, Bob.


What has Happened to the Sport? May 1 2016 Vol 25 No 3 pg. 30.


Art.


Awards


B

Band Collector Extraordinaire- Christian Hennek, May 15 2016 Vol 25 No 4 pg. 34.

Bean, Randy

Winning the Winnemucca Western Open - Overall and section winners: John Lonkey, Todd Williams, Randy Bean, Manny Torrez by Steve Lawler. Apr 15 2016 Vol 25 No 2 pg. 16.


Belgian Lady Shows 20,000 Dutch Her Backside by Bert Braspennning. Mar 1 2017 Vol 25 No 19 pg. 12.


Belgium Racing in 1855 by Johnny Ditson. Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 98.

Berokoff, T. From a Chick’s Point of View.


Chattanooga Winter Warm up. May 15 2016 Vol 25 No 4 pg. 28.


I’m Alvin Petty and I’m your auctioneer today! Feb 15 2017 Vol 25 No 18 pg. 8.


Rob Steenburgh, Space Scientist, Further Explains the K Index Pt 1 Nov 15 2016 Vol 25 No 12 pg. 29; Pt 2 Dec 15 2016 Vol 25 No 14 pg. 10.

Ronnie Shumaker – Motivation by Pigeon! Oct 15 2016 Vol 25 No 10 pg. 75


Solar Activity and the K Index. Aug 2016 Vol 25 No 7 pg. 8. Update:


View from the Zoo – Anthony Ashley, DVM, DABVP. Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 38.


Berthiaume, Gary.


Braspenning, Bert.


Breeding

Add to Your Arsenal Each Year by Greg McKnight. Nov 1 2016 Vol 25 No 11 pg. 34.


Pattern of Progression within the Lineage by Greg McKnight. Feb 1 2017 Vol 25 No 17 pg. 29


Strength in Colors by Greg McKnight. May 1 2016 Vol 25 No 3 pg. 28.


Bunag, Florante Lim.


   Stages of the Pigeon Sport. Oct 1 2016 Vol 25 No 9 pg. 40

   Visit to Dino D’Ercole by Florante Lim Bunag, Nov 1 2016 Vol 25 No 11 pg. 43.


C

Canada


Chattanooga

**Chattanooga Winter Warm up by T Berokoff.** May 15 2016 Vol 25 No 4 pg. 28.

**Chattanooga Winter Warm-up 2016 by Bob Tavares.** Aug 2016 Vol 25 No 7 pg. 37.

**Chi, Calvin.** The Up North Pigeon Racing Combine (Canada)2016 Racing Season in Review with Loft Profiles by Mike van der Jagt. Nov 15 2016 Vol 25 No 12 pg. 4.

**Club/Combine/Federation News**

- **Amarillo Club Holds Awards Party by John Somerville.** Sep 2016 Vol 25 No 8 pg. 50.
- **ACA 2016 Old Bird Season by Frank Monberger.** Nov 1 2016 Vol 25 No 11 pg. 42.
- **Anthracite Concourse Association 2016 Young Bird Season by Frank Monberger.** Jan 15 2017 Vol 25 No 16 pg. 30.
- **Chattanooga Racing Pigeon Club – Winter Warm Up by T Berokoff.** Jul 2016 Vol 25 No 6 pg. 34.
- **LLC 2016 Old Bird Season by Frank Monberger.** Sept 2016 Vol 25 No 8 pg. 45.
- **North Atlanta Racing Pigeon Club by Bob Tavares.** Apr 15 2016 Vol 25 No 2 pg. 36.
- **Paul Simonick LLC 2015 YB Avg Speed Winner by Frank Monberger.** Apr 15 2016 Vol 25 No 2 pg. 34.
- **Unit Ten Club by Ken Hardy.** Sep 2016 Vol 25 No 8 pg. 49

**Colorado Strain**


**Conditioning**


**Cornella, Alex.** The End of the Line Auction: An Old-Timer’s Sellout. Jul 2016 Vol 25 No 6 pg. 36.


**Cover-Up:** Winged History in Southern California by Fred R. Peltz. Dec 1 2016 Vol 25 No 13 pg. 22.

D

D’Ercole, Dino A Visit to by Florante Lim Bunag, Nov 1 2016 Vol 25 No 11 pg. 43.


Disney


Dixie Southern Racing Pigeon Association by Bob Tavares.

Dixie Convention Race: Get on Board! May 1 2016 Vol 25 No 3 pg. 35.


Drugs


Duif Chronicles by Syndicate Lofts


E

Easley, Ken.


End of the US Army Pigeon Corp Unit. Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 92


Eyes

Eye Importance in Your Breeding Arsenal by Greg McKnight. Jul 2016 Vol 25 No 6 pg. 30
Strength in Colors by Greg McKnight. May 1 2016 Vol 25 No 3 pg. 28.

Facebook

A Case for Facebook: the American Sport is Missing a Great Opportunity for Growth and Fee Increased Public Awareness by Coop Kohli. Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 118.


Feeding


Fiction


What A Little Moonlight Can Do. Dec 15 2016 Vol 25 No 14 pg. 30


Flying Old Birds Successfully by Bobcat. Sept 2016 Vol 25 No 8 pg. 34.


From a Chick’s Point of View by T. Berokoff.


Chattanooga Winter Warm up. May 15 2016 Vol 25 No 4 pg. 28.


I’m Alvin Petty and I’m your auctioneer today! Feb 15 2017 Vol 25 No 18 pg. 8.


Rob Steenburgh, Space Scientist, Further Explains the K Index Pt 1 Nov 15 2016 Vol 25 No 12 pg. 29; Pt 2 Dec 15 2016 Vol 25 No 14 pg. 10.

Ronnie Shumaker – Motivation by Pigeon! Oct 15 2016 Vol 25 No 10 pg. 75


Solar Activity and the K Index. Aug 2016 Vol 25 No 7 pg. 8. Update:


View from the Zoo – Anthony Ashley, DVM, DABVP. Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 38.


From the Editor’s Loft by Gene Yoes

Editor’s Column: 25th Anniversary issue. April 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 4

Long Distance Birds needed for stamina to learn training lesson in Rockies Jan 15, 2017 Vol 25 No 16 pg. 8.

From the Past (see Historical reprints)


Futurities


Dixie Convention Race: Get on Board! By Bob Tavares. May 1 2016 Vol 25 No 3 pg. 35.


National Breeders Championship by John Vance. Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 86

Overview of 40 One Loft Races Over 300 miles Flown in 2014 by Geert Kolvenbag. Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 76.


G


Ganus, Mike


Getting Started in Racing Pigeons by Gene Yoes


Goebel, Ron. The Last of a Dying Breed by Erik Gunstron. Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 48.


Gunstron, Erik.

The Last of a Dying Breed by Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 48.

H

Hardy, Ken.

Unit Ten Club Sep 2016 Vol 25 No 8 pg. 49

Hart, Don


Hawk Management by David Trunnel. Dec 1 2016 Vol 25 No 13 pg. 43.

Health


Heitzman, Charles.


Herbots


Historical Reprints

42 Years Ago – May, 1885. May 1 2016 Vol 25 No 3 pg. 8.


Belgium Racing in 1855 by Johnny Ditson. Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 98.


England’s Finest May be Dying. May 1 2016 Vol 25 No 3 pg. 10.


History Repeats Itself. May 1 2016 Vol 25 No 3 pg. 10.


Hugo.


I


Inbreeding


J


Jenner, Jim.


Jones, Alun.


K


Knutson, Sr., John A. Memorial. Oct 1 2016 Vol 25 No 9 pg. 4


Kolvenbag, Geert.

Overview of 40 One Loft Races Over 300 miles Flown in 2014. Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 76.


Know Your Shipping Boxes and Save by B. C. Weaver. May 15 2016 Vol 25 No 4 pg. 30.

L

Last of a Dying Breed by Erik Gunstron. Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 48.

Law


Lawler, Steve.


Winning the Winnemucca Western Open - Overall and section winners: John Lonkey, Todd Williams, Randy Bean, Manny Torrez by Steve Lawler. Apr 15 2016 Vol 25 No 2 pg. 10.


**Listen & Learn** by Greg McKnight. Sep 2016 Vol 25 No 8 pg. 42.

**Little Things** Add Up by Greg McKnight. Jan 15 2017 Vol 25 No 16 pg. 16.


**Lofts**


**Long Distance**


Long Distance Birds needed for stamina to learn training lesson in Rockies by Gene Yoes Jan 15, 2017 Vol 25 No 16 pg. 8.


They Fly Marathons by Tina Brinkley. Aug 2016 Vol 25 No 7 pg. 36.


**Lonkey, John.**

Winning the Winnemucca Western Open - Overall and section winners: John Lonkey, Todd Williams, Randy Bean, Manny Torrez by Steve Lawler. Apr 15 2016 Vol 25 No 2 pg. 10.

**Lucchese, John.**


M

McKnight, Greg. Rambling Memories & Season Reminders

Add to Your Arsenal Each Year. Nov 1 2016 Vol 25 No 11 pg. 34.


Eye Importance in Your Breeding Arsenal. Jul 2016 Vol 25 No 6 pg. 30


Mentoring. Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 88.


My Life 24/7 with Pigeons. Aug 2016 Vol 25 No 7 pg. 32.


Pattern of Progression within the Lineage. Feb 1 2017 Vol 25 No 17 pg. 29.


Strength in Colors. May 1 2016 Vol 25 No 3 pg. 28.

McLaughlin, Frank.


Marathons - They Fly by Tina Brinkley. Aug 2016 Vol 25 No 7 pg. 36.


Mattacchione, Silvio.


Matthews, Harold

11 Flighted Pigeons. Aug 2016 Vol 25 No 7 pg. 34.

Larger Legs. Feb 15 2017 Vol 25 No 18 pg. 32.

Now is the Time. Feb 1 2017 Vol 25 No 17 pg. 32.


To Medicate or Not to Medicate. Oct 1 2016 Vol 25 No 9 pg. 32.


Medications


To Medicate or Not to Medicate by Harold Matthews. Oct 1 2016 Vol 25 No 9 pg. 32.


Memorials

Causey, Joe. Sep 2016 Vol 25 No 8 pg. 4.


Knutson, Sr., John A. Oct 1 2016 Vol 25 No 9 pg. 4


Mailhes, Mike. Mar 15 2017 Vol 25 No 20 pg. 5.


**Mentoring** by Greg McKnight. Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 88.


**Military.**

The End of the US Army Pigeon Corp Unit. Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 92


**Miracle on** Christmas or Strawberry Fields Forever by No Sweat. Jan 1 2017 Vol 25 No 15 pg. 33.

**Monberger, Frank.**


Pine Grove Special Race Grows in Fourth Year. Mar 15 2017 Vol 25 No 20 pg. 28.

**More Tips** by Bill Morris. Oct 1 2016 Vol 25 No 9 pg. 30

**Morris, Bill.**


**Montana Flying**

Long Distance Birds needed for stamina to learn training lesson in Rockies by Gene Yoes Jan 15, 2017 Vol 25 No 16 pg. 8.

My Life 24/7 with Pigeons by Greg McKnight. Aug 2016 Vol 25 No 7 pg. 32.

National Breeders Championship by John Vance. Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 86


Neeling, Bob


No Sweat. (Earl Robbins)


What A Little Moonlight Can Do. Dec 15 2016 Vol 25 No 14 pg. 30


O

Obituaries (see Memorials)

Old Birds (see also Long Distance, yearlings)

Flying Old Birds Successfully by Bobcat. Sept 2016 Vol 25 No 8 pg. 34.


Overview of 40 One Loft Races Over 300 miles Flown in 2014 by Geert Kolvenbag. Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 76.
**Pairing Up** is More than a Guess by Greg McKnight. Oct 1 2016 Vol 25 No 9 pg. 33.


**Parakeets** Lean Right by Gene Yoes. Nov 11 2016 Vol 25 No 11 pg. 7

**Passenger Pigeon** Lessons from the by T. Berokoff. Mar 1 2017 Vol 25 No 19 pg. 30


**Pattern of Progression** within the Lineage by Greg McKnight. Feb 1 2017 Vol 25 No 17 pg. 29.


**Peters, Dr. Wim.** Africa Leads the World. May 15 2016 Vol 25 No 4 pg. 31.

**Petty, Alvin.** I’m Alvin Petty and I’m your auctioneer today! By T Berokoff Feb 15 2017 Vol 25 No 18 pg. 8.


**Pigeon Beginnings** by Bob Neeling. Dec 15 2016 Vol 25 No 14 pg. 27.

**Pigeon Corp Unit** The End of the US Army Pigeon Corp Unit. Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 92

**Pigeons as Pets** Has Medical Benefits by Gene Yoes. Nov 11 2016 Vol 25 No 11 pg. 7


**Pigeons in the News** by Gene Yoes.


Keeping Pigeons as Pets Has Medical Benefits. Nov 11 2016 Vol 25 No 11 pg. 7


Nigerian President Releases 74 Pigeons for Birthday. Jan 15, 2017 Vol 25 No 16 pg. 7


Pigeons and Bird Keepers Paying $50 a Month for Rent. Jan 15, 2017 Vol 25 No 16 pg. 7


Scottish MP: Carrier Pigeons better than Mobile Phones. Jan 15, 2017 Vol 25 No 16 pg. 7


Queen’s Pigeons Make the News Twice. Apr 15, 2016 Vol 25 No 2 pg. 8.


Publicity.


Purgrain Fanciers Show & Swap Meet. Dec 1 2016 Vol 25 No 13 pg. 44.

Q

Queen’s Pigeons Make the News Twice by Gene Yoes. Apr 15, 2016 Vol 25 No 2 pg. 8.

R

Racing

Pigeon Races Figured Wrong by Bill Morris. Feb 1 2017 Vol 25 No 17 pg. 22.

Racing Pigeon Digest

25th Anniversary issue. April 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 4


Rambling Memories by Greg McKnight

Add to Your Arsenal Each Year. Nov 1 2016 Vol 25 No 11 pg. 34.


Eye Importance in Your Breeding Arsenal. Jul 2016 Vol 25 No 6 pg. 30


Mentoring. Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 88.


My Life 24/7 with Pigeons. Aug 2016 Vol 25 No 7 pg. 32.


Pattern of Progression within the Lineage. Feb 1 2017 Vol 25 No 17 pg. 29.

**Strength in Colors.** May 1 2016 Vol 25 No 3 pg. 28.


**Ratlliff, Dave.** The Cajun Classic Futurity 2016. Jan 15 2017 Vol 25 No 16 pg. 34.


**Reviews**


**Research**


**Robbins, Earl** (No Sweat)


**Rodrigues, Jose.** Cuba: An Island with Pigeon Racing History Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 100.


Royer, Steve. 2016 GSLC Show and Auction. Feb 15 No 18 pg. 35.

S


Season Reminders by Greg McKnight


Shows

2016 GSLC Show and Auction by Steve Royer. Feb 15 No 18 pg. 35.

9th Annual Purgrain Fanciers Show & Swap Meet. Dec 1 2016 Vol 25 No 13 pg. 44.


Richmond, VA Annual Old and Young Bird Show by Terry L. Taylor. Feb 1 2017 Vol 25 No 17 pg. 46.


Simonick, Paul. LLC 2015 YB Avg Speed Winner by Frank Monberger. Apr 15 2016 Vol 25 No 2 pg. 34.


Smile to My Heart by Grandpa. Dec 1 2016 Vol 25 No 13 pg. 44.


**Somerville John D.**


**South African Race**


**South Dakota State Fair.** Nov 15 2016 Vol 25 No 12 pg. 44.


**Sport Promotion.**


**Stages** of the Pigeon Sport by Florante Lim Bunag. Oct 1 2016 Vol 25 No 9 pg. 40

**Steenburgh**, Rob -Space Scientist, Further Explains the K Index Pt 1 Nov 15 2016 Vol 25 No 12 pg. 29; Pt 2 Dec 15 2016 Vol 25 No 14 pg. 10.

**Strain**


Surgery


T

Tadlock, Bill. Memorial. Jun 2016 Vol 25 No 5 pg. 4

Tavares, Bob.


Dixie Convention Race: Get on Board! May 1 2016 Vol 25 No 3 pg. 35.


Taylor, Terry L. Richmond, VA Annual Old and Young Bird Show. Feb 1 2017 Vol 25 No 17 pg. 46.


They Fly Marathons by Tina Brinkley. Aug 2016 Vol 25 No 7 pg. 36.


Tips by Bill Morris. Aug 2016 Vol 25 No 7 pg. 34.

Torrez, Many.

Winning the Winnemucca Western Open - Overall and section winners: John Lonkey, Todd Williams, Randy Bean, Manny Torrez by Steve Lawler. Apr 15 2016 Vol 25 No 2 pg. 19.

Training


Trunnel, David. Hawk Management by Dec 1 2016 Vol 25 No 13 pg. 43.


U


US Army Pigeon Corp Unit. The End of the. Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 92

Van Oeckel, Bart & Nance by Don Hart. Nov 1 2016 Vol 25 No 11 pg. 27.


Veterans


Veterinarians

A View from the Zoo – Anthony Ashley, DVM, DABVP. Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 38.


View from the Zoo – Anthony Ashley, DVM, DABVP by T. Berokoff. Apr 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 38.


W


Weaver, B. C. Know Your Shipping Boxes and Save. May 15 2016 Vol 25 No 4 pg. 30.

Western Open


Winning the Winnemucca Western Open - Overall and section winners: John Lonkey, Todd Williams, Randy Bean, Manny Torrez by Steve Lawler. Apr 15 2016 Vol 25 No 2 pg. 10.


Williams, Todd.


Winning the Winnemucca Western Open - Overall and section winners: John Lonkey, Todd Williams, Randy Bean, Manny Torrez by Steve Lawler. Apr 15 2016 Vol 25 No 2 pg. 10.


Wyoming One Man Club by Allen Hunter. May 1 2016 Vol 25 No 3 pg. 34.

X

Y

Yoes, Gene


Editor’s Column: 25th Anniversary issue. April 1 2016 Vol 25 No 1 pg. 4


Long Distance Birds needed for stamina to learn training lesson in Rockies Jan 15, 2017 Vol 25 No 16 pg. 8.


Nigerian President Releases 74 Pigeons for Birthday. Jan 15, 2017 Vol 25 No 16 pg. 7


Pigeons and Bird Keepers Paying $50 a Month for Rent. Jan 15, 2017 Vol 25 No 16 pg. 7


Scottish MP: Carrier Pigeons better than Mobile Phones. Jan 15, 2017 Vol 25 No 16 pg. 7


Queen’s Pigeons Make the News Twice. Apr 15, 2016 Vol 25 No 2 pg. 8.


Youngbirds


Youth